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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

EZ StandTall™ Portable Video Wall

Portable 1x2 or 2x2 Video Wall Stand For flat displays between 32-37 Inch diagonal

Accessory Shelf
20w x 14d Inch

Tri-Fold
Brochure Holder

Literature
Tray

The CiERA StandTall™ portable video wall is made of light weight anodized aluminum (column) and MDF Base.
Assembles in just minutes with minimal use of (included) tools. Includes a universal VESA mounting bracket for
VESA 100x100 up to 400x400. Supports for up to two optional column accessories.
The StandTall™ flat panel TV stand is 70 inches high from the top of the column to the bottom of the low profile
base. Continuous vertical adjustment for perfect viewing height. The assembled stand weighs in at just 55 pounds
and comes complete with three padded nylon carrying cases with shoulder strap for easy transport.
Quick and easy assembly, universal VESA bracket, light weight all with a stylish design.

FEATURES


Display size: up to 32"-37" diagonal
Maximum Load: 100lbs. (3 1.75 kg)

Engineered for quick setup and
take-down. All necessary tools and
hardware are included. Setup in less
than 10 minutes



Universal VESA mounting bracket
for VESA patterns from 100x100 up
to 400x400



Total weight of stand only 55 pounds
with a weight capacity of 100 pounds



Anodized coating protects
surface from scratches



Heavy Duty compartmented
carrying cases with shoulder strap for
easy transport



Six individual leveling feet provide
stability on uneven surfaces



Height adjustable to any point on the
column for perfect positioning for your
needs up to 70” high to center of
monitor



In-column cable management and
concealment through ample
channels on the back of the
decorative colum

VERTICAL ADJUSTMENT
Continuous vertical adjustment for
perfect viewing height.
UNIVERSAL INTERFACE BRACKET
A universal interface bracket is
included for TV mounting
patterns from VESA 100x100 to
400x400.
PORTRAIT OR LANDSCAPE
Mount your TV in portrait or
landscape no additional
hardware required. Great for a
point of sale display and trade
show applications.
CABLE MANAGEMENT
In-column cable management
and concealment is
accomplished through ample
channels on the back of the
decorative column. Providing a
clean and professional finished
look.

Total stand weight only 55lbs.
ULTIMATE IN PORTABILITY

MULTIPLE CONFIGURATIONS SUPPORTED TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS

cieraportables.com

Includes Heavy Duty Padded
Zippered carrying case with
compartments and shoulder
strap.

